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Free Power Supply Circuits For SIMPLIS Offer Ready-Made Design Templates 

In preparing his soon-to-be released book on small-signal modeling of power converters, How2Power 

contributor Christophe Basso has developed SIMPLIS simulation files for a wide range of switched-mode power 
converters. Most of these 63 ready-to-simulate power converter circuits will run in Elements, the free demo 

version of the SIMPLIS simulator (Fig. 1). Fewer than six require the full professional version to run (such as 

the PFCs for instance). These files, which are available at Basso’s website, serve as ready-made design 
templates for power supply designers (Fig. 2).   

All application circuits come with automated calculation windows in which you enter the desired design goals 

extracted from the power stage response and the Elements program calculates the compensation component 
values for you (Fig. 3). The values are available in the netlist and easily accessed from the development 

environment. 

These power supply circuits stem from the author’s work in deriving the control-to-output transfer functions of 

many converters, starting from simple dc-dc cells (buck, buck-boost or boost) to isolated versions like flyback 
or forward converters operated in voltage mode (VM), current mode (CM), quasi-resonance (QR), constant on-

time (COT) and constant off-time (FOT). He has also derived transfer functions for various operating modes 

such as continuous conduction (CCM) or discontinuous conduction (DCM) and borderline conduction (BCM or 
CrM) for power-factor-corrected converters. You’ll find the derivations of these transfer functions in Basso’s 

book, “Transfer Functions of Switching Converters, Fast Analytical Techniques at Work with Small-Signal 

Analysis,” which is due to be released at the end of 2020. 

To access the power supply circuit files, see Basso’s webpage. To access SIMPLIS’ free simulation software, see 
the Elements page. For more information on these circuits, you can email the author. 

 

 
Fig 1. The 63 switching power converters built in SIMPLIS are free ready-to-simulate circuits that 

power supply designers can use as design templates, most of which can run in the free demo 

software, Elements. 
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Fig. 2. Example circuit template for a fixed-frequency current-mode-controlled flyback converter 

with simulations of transient response and Bode plots of gain and phase. 
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(b) 

Fig. 3. Example of using SIMPLIS to extract the values of the compensation components from 
Bode plots of the power stage response (top screen). Accessing the values in the netlist (bottom 

screen). 

 
Fig. 4. Example of simulating step load response in SIMPLIS’ Elements. 
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Fig. 5. Example of running an ac analysis in SIMPLIS. 
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